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Abstract: Radiation pressure is used to excite vibrational modes of an optical micro-cavity at 
GHz rates. Many spectral lines associated with high-order vibrational modes are measured. 
Perturbation of the cavity geometry is observed to induce splitting of the spectral lines. 
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Radiation pressure (RP) can push the boundaries of an optical cavity to change its optical path length [1, 
2]. In doing this, RP also couples the optical and mechanical motion of the cavity. Recently, this coupling 
was used to excite regenerative mechanical vibrations below 100 MHz in a microtoroidal resonator [3-5]. 
The underlying physics of these RP-coupled optical and mechanical oscillators has applications to both 
classical and quantum phenomena [2, 6, 7]. Generally, in quantum opto-mechanical applications, it is 
preferable for the mechanical-oscillation quanta, Ωh , to be as large as possible when compared with the 
thermal noise quantum, TKb .  
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Figure 1: Measured optical-power oscillation with the corresponding calculated mechanical modes where colors 
represent log of the strain energy. Also calculated is the nodes geometry. The drawn deflection here is exaggerated. 
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 Here we demonstrate RP excitation of the high-order mechanical modes of a spherical micro cavity. 
Vibrations at frequencies above 1GHz are excited in a 24μm silica spheroid [8] on a silicon-chip platform. 
The simple experimental setup consists of a CW optical input coupled to a spherical cavity by means of 
tapered fiber [9]. Radiation pressure created by the light circulating in the cavity excites vibrational 
modes of the sphere via a parametric instability as described in refs [3-5] for the case of toroidal devices. 
It is emphasized that the optical imput here is CW and that no external modulation or feedback is used. 
Exciting high-order mechanical modes is done by shortening the lifetime of the optical-cavity photons, 
which, in practice, is done by changing the coupling. In figure 1, the measured spectral lines are plotted 
next to the calculated eigen mechanical modes, and the agreement of the calculated and measured modes 
is within 3%. Of significance is the excitation of a vibrational mode with eigenfrequency 1.08 Ghz (fig 1 
bottom). The theoretical strain field for this mode shows that it contains many nodes. Another aspect of 
this form of spectroscopy is the relation between cavity perturbation and fine splitting of the spectral line. 
For this purpose, we fabricated a toroidal cavity with an eccentric boundary. A calculation (fig 2 a) 
reveals two eigen mechanical modes for this eccentric resonator that are rotated with respect to each other. 
A 0.25 MHz splitting occurs between these respectively-rotated modes as a result of the perturbation. A 
corresponding splitting of the spectral lines is also observed in fig 2b.  
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Figure 2: =.(a) Calculation shows the split into two degenerated modes oriented with different rotation. 
(b) Experimental spectrum of an anisotropic toroidal cavity reveals spectral line splitting (red and black lines). 
Color represents deformation. Deformation is exaggerated in figures. 
 
To conclude, in analogy to optical spectroscopy as a tool to deduce the mechanical modes of a molecule, 
we have here studied the spectroscopy associated with the mechanical modes of a macroscopic object by 
measuring its interaction with radiation. Many spectral lines related to high-order modes are excited and 
perturbations are measured to give rise to spectral splitting. Additionally, the high frequencies presented 
here are attractive for experiments in quantum opto-mechanics. 
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